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Pre-Lockdown



Mood board/References 



Bottle Tazia vs. Gaudi Gravity Experiments Chandelier vs. Gaudi Architecture



Exploring Form



Bottled Tazia Installation Experiment

The constant form continues. The Proto-type 



Water Bottles Installation
This installation was derived from the
prominent form continuing throughout in my
practice which has its roots in Islamic
architecture and hence religious shrines and
relics. The intended installation was
supposed to be around 10 feet high with
levels of bottles stacked on one another.



Light & Sound Tazia Installation



The Interior Translucent Painted Panels of the Structure



Tazia Installation
Unfortunately the documentation of the 
installation as exhibited couldn’t be 
retrieved. The structure was inspired from a 
Tazia but the in an minimal abstract way. It 
included a sound activated light show that 
made the translucent panels glow with the 
octave of the sound being played. The sound 
was a recording of 10th of Muharram 
‘zanjeerzani’ ritual procession. This 
installation was a depiction of my nostalgia 
of the ritualistic experiences, however the 
viewer tends to have their own associations 
as the sound has certain ambiguity which 
makes the work more abstract.



Post- Lockdown



Knife Blades Chandelier

Old Work
Marxism stated that art and religion belong to
the same framework of any society. Art and
religion can never be devoid of each other as a
practice is the religion. This chandelier with
intervened blood stained knife blades is the
marriage of my ritualistic religion which I was
exposed to as a child, belonging to the shia
minority, and my religion now; which is art.
Moreover, a chandelier depicts power, luxury,
hierarchy and dominance. The incorporated
knives are an echoing protest against the very
same dominance still present in the world
today.



Sketches for Improvised Chandelier



Google SketchUp Base Model





Adding Depth and Materials in AutoCAD





Realistic Effects and Light Source in 3D-Max



















Knife Blades Curtain



Intent

The blades curtain is an intended
physical work under process. These designs
are for life-size curtains which will be
installed in rows in a narrow passage way.
The viewer is intended to be choreographed
under the knives of this curtain through the
passage making their way to the main
exhibit. The irony is that a welcome entrance
passage is usually inviting but here the
danger of passing through a sharp bizarre
interpretation of welcome walkway exploits
the emotion and insecurity of the passer by,
which becomes a part of my work.







Video Works

Abstract

After the current circumstances when lockdown
prevailed, as an artist I had to re-think my
strategies and practice. This video work was my
very initial experimentation. The subject of the
videos became what was surrounding me being
home. I naturally was paying a deeper
observation of daily life activities around me in
my home. This led me to see the beauty within
the banal through the lens of my camera and I
went on recording mindlessly.

Screenshot from initial Video Footage



Screenshots from Initial Video Footage









Final Video Works
The final video works are a narrative that I built using the footage I was recording everyday 
during the period of my lockdown. I’ve put together the echoing sub-conscience of a 
quarantine experience by staging some clips as a bond. The videos are included in the 
shared google drive folder.

The nest slides include the abstract themes for the final videos.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1yEW14c2CERGb7Un1GoAfOkGqRWSy15Ef?usp=sharing



Final Video Work

Dhuni Saaf

Dhuni is a video about the process of giving off hermal (wild rue)
smoke in a household at sunset. Though this practice also
considered to have some health benefits historically it also a
superstition of keeping negative entities and black magic away from
home.

Saaf is a cleaning boys short ritual of cleaning everyday.
Repeating the same task becomes sort of like a muscle
memory and this is what the idea in the video depicts, that
religion is actually what you do after the prayer.



Windows Mall of Emotions

Being in my room throughout quarantine, I developed an escape
mechanism through certain windows. This video is particularly about
the literal window in my room which I formed a close relationship
with. By this video I give my viewer, through the window of the lens,
the window of the screen, which becomes a window into my day
that gives a peak out the window of my room to a window into my
view.

Social media platforms are more like a roller coaster of 
emotions. However in a roller coaster you cant stop at the 
emotion you like. For me social media platforms are like a 
mall of emotions and one can stop at emotion they like and 
pick it up, just like a global mall.



Cells

This Video is more of a curation of one of my
works and a recent idea that I am working
upon and it is pretty self-explanatory.


